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PICTURE GALLERY
The Supreme Show – 21 November 2009
Korat wins Best Foreign Adult – first time for about 16 years!

Gr Ch Jenanca Anjali showing off her Korat eyes during Best in Show judging.
She is the first Korat to be awarded Best in Variety Foreign Adult for many years.
Congratulations to her owner and breeder, Jen Lacey – see page 14 for Jen’s Supreme experience.

BIV ‐ Gr Ch Jenanca Anjali being assessed
by Helen Marriott‐Power for Best Supreme Adult

Nikelsilva Prince Of Hearts – Best of Breed Kitten
Owned & bred by Cathy Nichols

Theoaks Mildred – owned & bred
by William Wilkinson

Pr Maipenrai Dowjai – Best of Breed Neuter with
owner Elaine Evans. Breeder: Janet Jeffers

PICTURE GALLERY
More Supreme Korats – and a winner from Ireland!

Premier Maipenrai Doc Flower awarded the Gr Premier certificate and on her way to that title.
Owner: Jen Day, Breeder: Janet Jeffers

UK&GRCH Koorahk Frank gaining his 2nd certificate to
give him the UK GR Title at age 13 – See Page 12

Jusarka Kinabalu Cloud – a baby at 4 months! Owned by
Tina Turner (not THE Tina Turner) bred by Julie Cherkas

BIV Neptune in Ireland, owned and bred by Cathy Nichols, Judge Donatella Mastrangelo
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The winter is upon us once more and we can look forward to Christmas
and New Year, hopefully without too much snow, etcetera.
The Supreme cat show was wonderful, the cats were beautiful, our
entries did well and everyone was pleased. I wanted to bring them all
home! The table attracted much interest and was well served by our
volunteers who were very knowledgeable and enthusiastic of course. I
was in awe and learned much about our fabulous Korats. See more in the
following pages!
Now is the time to email the Club’s Show Support Secretary, Sheryl
Edwards (no, not me – I’m Sylvia Edwards!) with your cat’s results and
title claims for 2009 if you wish to claim a club rosette for your winning
cats. Sheryl’s details are on the inside front cover.
I do hope that you have a wonderful break and a good new year.

Best wishes
Sylvia
KCA Chairman
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Editor’s Note
Firstly, please let me apologise for the
tardy newsletter. The last three months
have been rather eventful for me and I’m
afraid your newsletter has suffered as a
result.
In early October, a former KCA member
who had designed the old website, suddenly
MERRY XMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
decided to cry “copyright” and threatened
to sue us unless we removed the KCA website from the internet. We weren’t entirely sure
whether she had the right to do so, but just in case we put up a holding page for a week whilst
I designed and set up a brand new website. Then, just a few days after I had finished the
basics, fully intending to 'pad it out', as soon as possible, I fell down my stairs and ended up in
hospital with a badly broken ankle. Almost two weeks later, after an operation to insert a
serious amount of 'metalwork' to hold everything together, they let me go home - I don't do
things by halves ☺
That was two months ago and I am still hopping around on one leg – whilst trying to look after
too many cats and kittens!! Let’s hope the doctors let me start using my leg again in the New
Year before I fall over again trying to look after them – fingers and paws crossed, please!
**NEW** KCA Club Website – The website now has a great deal of information on it; the
Breed Profile, Standard of Points, Registration Policy, history of Korats and the emergence of
the Thais, a list of club officials and committee members, together with a page about
membership, with an application form to download. There are the usual lists of Breeders, Stud
owners and Kittens and the Rescues page which has proven to be very successful. There are
also quite a few useful links, together with articles and testimonials from Korat owners. Please
feel free to send me your own Korat testimonials! When I have time in 2010 I will be adding a
Gallery for photos, which includes members’ photos so once again, please send me your pics. I
also want to add numerous club leaflets; Taking Home a Korat Kitten, Showing, Myths & Magic,
etc. Anyway, do please have a look at the new site and let me know if you have any ideas about
what else you would like to see there. You can email me directly from the links on the website.
Show News – the colour pages are dedicated almost exclusively to the Supreme Show held at
the end of November. There were some superb Korats there and Jen Lacey had a special
reason to write her article Supreme Delight on page 14. We also have our own KCA Show in
Coventry on 9 January so I hope you will come and see us there – see page 4.
Once again, I would like to thank all those who have contributed; please keep sending in your
articles - and photos - as I only have two photos which I am saving for a future issue. I need
your photos and articles by the end of February!
Enjoy your newsletter ☺
Julie Cherkas, KCA Newsletter Editor
Email your contributions to me at: juliecherkas@aol.com or you can send paper copies to me; my address
is inside the front cover.
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Don’t forget to come to
THE KCA SHOW
Saturday 9th JANUARY 2010

at
Stoneleigh-Park Exhibition
and Conference Centre
Coventry
CV8 2LZ
The Show will be held in Hall No. 1
See maps and route on the next pages or
Visit their website at www.stoneleighpark.com
and click the Directions tab.
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Two Certificates – One Show Venue
The Korat Cat Association Takes its Place in History
The concept of two shows sharing a venue and exhibitors having the opportunity to enter both was first
put to the GCCF Executive in February 1987 by Carol Barnes and the Yorkshire County Cat Club. On
that occasion the Notts & Derby Cat Club had lost its show license and the plan was considered to be
one way of giving the club access to another show team which would enable them to once again have a
show.
Carol was to be overall Show Manager (she firmly believed that it was vital to have one show manager)
with assistants from each club. I was to be Assistant from the Yorkshire and Janet Starr from Notts &
Derby. The proposal was clearly ahead of its time and was, unsurprisingly, rejected.
When Carol sadly passed away some years later, I was given a few of her papers which included all the
correspondence regarding the shared show concept. I always kept it safe and vowed that one day I
would do my best to get the plan approved in memory of my dear friend and mentor who had so
patiently trained me as a show manager.
Much of the reasoning she put forward still holds true today.......the value of sharing the cost of hall,
judges, penning transportation; the list goes on. The ever spiralling cost of travel, coupled with the fact
that some exhibitors who normally work weekends might have to use up their annual leave in order to
attend the shows. Other points were the fact that cats would not have to be entered at as many shows
which was felt in the cats’ best interest from the health risk point of view, and the fact that some cats
simply don't like travelling or don't handle well. She also felt that judges would not be forced into
judging more often than they were comfortable with, due to the inadequate number and/or availability of
enough suitably qualified judges to officiate at the ever growing list of shows. Another reason which
might have been put forward in more recent times is the issue of our carbon footprints.
Over the years I took the idea back to the Executive Committee, each time without success. However
when Exec allowed Assessment cats the chance to enter two shows, I sensed perhaps the time had
come to try again. Thankfully at our shared show in January 2009 my wish finally came true. I hasten
to add we weren't the first show to do this but that didn't matter to me, as long as the idea became
reality I was happy. True to say, sharing in this way is not for everyone, it means having a lot of faith,
trust and most of all the ability to negotiate and compromise. I'm often asked how I get all the
committees involved to agree, the simple answer to that is, I don't! Decisions have to be made by a
majority vote, if that is something you can't envisage, then sharing a venue with other clubs in such a
way it is not for you.
On a personal note, history was made at a
recent shared venue show where I made my
debut as a full Exotic judge. I awarded a
little tortie and white girl 1CC & BOB making
her Champion Sheerbliss Arabella at the
tender age of 9 months 2 weeks!! She was
awarded her first CC at the Supreme, then 2
weeks later at the Joint North of Britain/Red,
Black & Tortie, Joyce Worth gave her the
2nd CC & BOB for the North of Britain and I
gave awarded her 3rd CC in the Red, Black
and Tortie show. We believe this is the
youngest GCCF Champion ever!!!
I hope to see many of you at our show on
9th January 2010, when we will once again
be sharing with the Shorthaired Cat Society and 4 other small breed clubs. At that show all the breeds
involved but most importantly Korats and Thais will have the opportunity to have two bites of the cherry.
Stay safe and happy until then.
Lynda Ashmore - Joint Show Manager
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Committee News
GCCF news this month is rather mixed. I think I should start with the positive first which is
that the business of registering cats, which provides the income to support the hobby side of
things, did pick up a little over the autumn months. The fairly dramatic price rises agreed in
the summer, as a last resort to keep afloat, had the desired effect. Initially there was a small
decline in litters registered, but after the protest vote breeders have come to terms with
paying more for the services involved and the sigh of relief can be given. The new price list
can be found on page 10.
Of course it may be that it’s a very short term recovery, and the situation is being very
closely monitored by the Treasurer and Finance Committee, but there should at least be a
GCCF around to celebrate its 100 years of existence next year. In case anyone is wondering
why it’s not the oldest registry in the world, with UK being the acknowledged birthplace of
the cat fancy, it’s because it took over from clubs who did their own registering prior to that
date.
The Supreme Show has lost money for the past three years after sponsors withdrew financial
support, though contracts on hall bookings still had to be honoured. However, knowing that
this year there could be new terms, and there was a new show manager with fresh ideas,
when it came to a vote in Council I always supported going ahead with this year’s show.
Thankfully the signs are good for at least a break even, if not a small profit. So another
positive there.
I’m bitterly disappointed though that our proposal that male cats used in breeding should be
microchipped did not succeed. It was a close call, but those who were more concerned with
having to pay for yet another thing, and/or being told what to do with their own cat, were
ahead of those of us thinking of testing verification and the contribution a microchip can
make getting the cat returned quickly to its owner in the event of loss or theft.
There’s another time though to try things again. I know clubs who didn’t succeed last time
with restructuring Open Classes are making another attempt. Watch this page for information
on that next year. It could be that each exhibit will be limited to just one class from Open,
Grand or Imperial.
I suppose the big change that lies ahead for GCCF is its incorporation. G.C.C.F. Ltd has
already come into being on paper as limited company registered at Companies’ House. The
Chairman and Vice-Chairman are given as directors and Wendy Jennings, a senior employee
at the GCCF office in Bridgwater, is designated Company Secretary. The intention is to limit
liability to the clubs that are GCCF members, as KCA is. With the present set-up even our
small assets are at risk if GCCF should go bankrupt, but limited liability means exactly that
and we are protected.
At the October meeting delegates had several questions and no vote was actually taken, but it
almost certainly will be in February after various points raised are clarified. I remember there
was a quibble over whether the Treasurer should be a Director or not, and another concerning
the number of directors needed to be effectual. Such things are not particularly easy to deal
with for those of us without the relevant experience and Exec was going to be engaged in
further consultation for expert advice. If anyone reading this has the knowledge to input, let
8

me know any points you wish raised. I can email the relevant documentation or it can be
downloaded from the GCCF website.
The proposed Breeding Policy covering all cats registered with GCCF is also located in the
same place or I can send details. I’m sure many of you will remember the furore caused by
the Panorama programme on dogs at the beginning of the year. Media interest is also
focussing on cat breeding with intent to link the two in the public’s mind. The Supreme was
referred to as the Feline Crufts, for instance.
Korats aren’t in anyone’s firing line. Indeed our collective effort in DNA testing to rid
ourselves of the potential for two genetic diseases is held up as shining example. However,
there’s still need to be aware of concerns. The Policy will mean certain restrictions could
happen, such as no progeny from sibling or parent/offspring being registered as suitable for
breeding (unless there are exceptional circumstances) but self regulation is far better than
having anything imposed upon by outside intervention. That’s another ‘watch this space’
situation. There will be quite a lot happening over the next few weeks and months.
Finally, I’m thrilled to report I’m now part of both the Genetics and Executive Committee.
I’m not going to be able to bring you news ahead of official announcement, of course, but I
should be ideally placed to explain the reasons behind any policy and am always ready to
learn of Korat orientated concerns.

Jen Lacey (GCCF Delegate)
-----------------------------------------------------------ooOoo------------------------------------------------------

CAT QUOTES – Courtesy of Robin Miller
"There is, incidentally, no way of talking about cats that enables one to
come off as a sane person."
- Dan Greenberg
"When I play with my cat, how do I know that she is not passing time with me
rather than I with her?”
- Montaigne
"Everything I know I learned from my cat: When you're hungry, eat. When you're
tired, nap in a sunbeam. When you go to the vet's, pee on your owner."
- Gary Smith
“Dogs believe they are human. Cats believe they are God.”
Unknown
More next edition!
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THE GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE CAT FANCY
5 King’s Castle Business Park
The Drove
Bridgwater
Somerset TA6 4AG
Tel: 01278 427575 Fax: 01278 446 627

PRICE LIST JANUARY 2010
Publications

UK
£
7.50
2.00
3.00
4.00
1.00
3.00
6.00
3.00
9.00
12.00

*Blank Pedigree Forms (pack of 10)
*GCCF Constitution
*GCCF Rules (November 2008)
Guide to Breed Numbering
Guide to Veterinary Defects
*List of Judges
*List of Shows (June 2009 - May 2010)
*Mating Certificates (pack of 10) see note below
Standard of Points inserts only
Standard of Points with binder
Stud Books
Persian, Exotic Shorthair, Semi Longhair – 3 volumes
British Shorthair, Foreign, Oriental – 3 volumes
Burmese – 1 volume
Siamese, Balinese – 1 volume
Champion List – 1 volume

Outside UK#
£
2.00
6.00
8.00
2.00
6.00
10.00
18.00
24.00

9.00 single volume
7.00 each additional volume purchased at same time
5.00
Purchase all 8 volumes and get the Champion List free
(Postage extra on all Stud Books)

Prefixes
*Prefix Application
*List of cats registered under your prefix as held on GCCF
computer
Registration Fees
*Administration fee for each registration applied for
Prefix Registration
Non-Prefix Registration
*Import Registration

75.00
4.00 (per page approx
55 cats per page)

100.00

Transfer of Ownership
*Amendments to Registrations or Transfers
*Duplicate Certificate
*Change from Non-Active to Active Register & vice versa
*Search for Registration Number

5.00 per registration application form
8.00 per cat/kitten (over 2 years old: £16.00)
15.00 per cat/kitten (over 2 years old: £30.00)
54.00 per cat/kitten
(£27.00 if one parent registered GCCF)
(£13.00 if both parents registered GCCF)
11.00 per cat/kitten
11.00 per cat/kitten (date of Birth only: £2.00)
11.00
16.00
5.00

Certified Pedigree
3 Generations
4 Generations
5 Generations

10.00
25.00
35.00

#Overseas transactions must be paid by bankers draft in £ sterling.
N.B. A copy Mating Certificate is required with registration applications if you are not the registered owner of
the Sire.
Applications Forms available from the GCCF Office are also available to download from the GCCF web site
except the Non-Active to Active forms where the breeder or the person who first registered the cat must apply
for the form giving the cat’s full registered name and number.
Visit the GCCF web site at www.gccfcats.org
PricelistJanuary 2010
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Why Do Cats ... ?

Part 4

Why do cats cover their faeces?
Many people believe they bury their waste products because they are fastidious. That isn't
necessarily so. In the wild, only secondary cats bury their waste to protect their trail from
predators. The dominant feline will actually display his or her faeces prominently. This sends a
strong message of dominance. In the world of house cats, you are the dominant animal and the
house cat chooses not to offend you. They will carefully bury their faeces to eliminate interfering
with what they perceive as the natural order.
Do cats have a memory?
Cats have a memory that can be up to 200 times more retentive than dogs. The individual feline
uses his memory only for what he regards as useful functions; therefore, a cat's memory is quite
selective.
Why do cats chatter when seeing a bird?
The odd behaviour that resembles teeth-chattering is usually produced when a cat sees
something he wants but can't get to it. Though his mouth is slightly open (the lips pulled back
and the jaw opening and closing rapidly), it's not a form of communication. The noise made is a
combination of lip-smacking and teeth-chattering as he gets more excited. He may emit small
bleating noises like a baby goat. So far, none of this is believed to have any function.
Why do cats hiss and spit when attacked or threatened?
Believe it or not, they are imitating snakes. The sound of the cat's hiss is almost the same sound
as a snake's hiss - and the snake is one of the most feared creatures in the animal world. Hissing
is pretty common in all land animals. When a cat hisses, he opens his mouth halfway, drawing
back the upper lip and wrinkling the face. As he does this, he expels his breath so hard that, if
you were close enough, you could feel the jet of air. The moisture he releases with this gusty
breath is what's called spitting. It almost always succeeds in repulsing an enemy.
Why do cats want out when in...and in when out?
Cats have a very powerful need to check out their territory from time to time. The reason that
their checking is so rhythmic is because of the built-in time clock of their scent marks. When
outside, cats rubs a territory marker or sprays urine on it to keep their rivals away. The staying
power of the scent becomes weaker with time and eventually disappears. This means that they
will need another visit outside to do it all over again.
Why are cats so territorial?
All cats are territorial by nature, even those who live indoors. They're very protective of their
space. Inside, a cat claims from an entire room to a specific corner of a bed. Outdoors it is
especially important for a cat to stake his territorial claim, limited only by how big an area he
feels he can reasonably defend. New cats in the neighbourhood have to fight to be accepted and
to win territory. Each cat's territory includes a few types of spaces: private where he will sleep
and feel safe, commonly held grounds which he will share with a few other cats, and meeting
grounds where a group of cats will meet. An outer part of the territory is where he will hunt and
roam. Usually by battling it out with other cats, they establish their territories. Often, they form a
time-share system, using the same areas, but at different times. When they fail to agree on the
rules, the caterwauling begins.
What makes cats cuddly?
The cat has a toasty body temperature of 102°. A good percentage of the nutrients he gets from
his daily food intake (approximately 30 percent) is devoted to making his skin and coat supple
and fuzzy.
What's the purpose of the useless looking pad midway up the rear of a cat's leg?
It's called the carpal pad and its function serves as an anti-skid insurance policy for any crash
landings as they race around full hilt.

Reference
Cat World Desmond Morris
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UK & GRAND CHAMPION KOORAHK FRANK
Frank got his first UKGCC in 1991 and then
seemed to play second fiddle to the
Russians who we were up against, in the UK
Grand class, until this year. This was the
first year in which Korats & Russians were
judged separately.
I took him year after year, even after
breaking down about 30mins from the NEC
one year and thankfully the class was held
back until we arrived. I was just glad to get
there that year, even if we hadn't been able
to compete. We were stuck on the M6 in
temperatures of minus 4̊C.
Last year I was unable to take him as at the
last minute my friend couldn't take me and I
had just had my 5th metatarsal screwed after
a non union fracture for 11 months! I was
determined to get him there this year and
told him that it was his last chance!
Frank snuggling into David’s neck
This year I was 12 weeks after ankle ligament repair surgery and still in plaster, but
determined to get there! Thankfully my friend Amanda was able to take us this year.
I hardly dared to look at the results board but, my wonderful 13 year old boy did it! He
made UK Grand Champion! Amanda's neuter boy, Gr Pr Koorahk Keun Jy also got his
first UK GPC! Frank has 2 IGCC's and 2 Res IGCC's so I hope to get him made up to
IGrCh this coming year. He is still available to stud and producing lovely kittens.
I'm planning two litters in the spring, now that I can get about a lot better, at last, and not
likely to trip over cats and kittens! It's about 18 months since there were any Koorahk
babies running around so I am very excited! Thanks also to everyone who took the time
to e-mail, write, and phone me over the past 2 years since I had the accident, fracturing
my 5th metatarsal and tearing/rupturing all the lateral ankle ligaments. Without you all, I
would truly have gone insane! I can now walk with one crutch but still need a wheelchair
on long days out - I have permanent damage to cartilage on my talus, which will always
cause pain.
Frank has been very smug since the Supreme and looking forward to his girlfriends
booked for 2010!

Helen Hawkins – Koorahk Korats
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Little Known Feline Ailments (Part 2)
Taken from www.moggies.co.uk
NON SPECIFIC INSECT INFESTATION (also NONSPECIFIC SPIDER INFESTATION)
Symptoms: A disorder more prevalent among outdoor-going cats and cats with access to
conservatories and garden rooms. Symptoms range from minor (the odd greenfly in tail,
money-spider on fur) to severe (entire ecosystems of insects living on cat, spider webs spun
between ears/whiskers, cat so weighed down with spider webs that it has difficulty walking).
Treatment: Minor symptoms can be treated by simply removing the infesting agent (aphid,
ladybug, spider, etc.) and combing webs out of fur. If the cat suffers recurrent or severe
symptoms an exercise regime is highly recommended since highly mobile cats appear to
attract fewer greenfly (research into this factor continues).
IRRITABLE LAP SYNDROME
Symptoms: The cat appears unable to settle comfortably on laps, instead treading, kneading,
rearranging itself, fidgeting, vocalizing, getting up and turning around, falling off lap and
getting back on again, attacking magazines, needlework, computer keyboard, telephone, etc.
Treatment: Immediate treatment is essential. Drop whatever you are doing (literally if need
be) and give 100% attention to the sufferer otherwise symptoms may escalate and become
quite distressing to the lap-owner. Only prolonged attention will cure an attack of Irritable Lap
Syndrome. Like Collapsible Legs this syndrome is incurable, although attacks may be
effectively treated as and when they occur.
LAP FUNGUS DISORDER
Symptoms: Having taken over a human lap, the cat proceeds to spread in all planes. This
may be accompanied by secondary symptoms such as high volume purring, dribbling,
kneading and snoring. The condition is highly contagious and several fungoid cats may infest
a lap simultaneously.
Treatment: Topical treatment with proprietary anti-fungals is ineffective. Prompt treatment (as
per Irritable Lap Syndrome) is required to alleviate the worst symptoms although in a number
of cats, such treatment actually exasperates the condition. This disorder manifests itself
periodically through the affected cat's life and there is no long-term cure.
GREEBLINGZ
Symptoms: Random dashes through to helter-skelter running through house in pursuit of
unseen prey. Greeblingz are believed to be non-visible entities and some authorities have
linked them to UFO sightings or feel that they may be diminutive other-dimensional beings.
Cats suffering from greeblingz typically have wild-eyed expressions. There is a minor danger
of greeblingz attaching themselves to humans; if a cat tackles such greeblingz, injury to
humans may result. A very few cats are naturally immune.
Treatment: None known. Anti-epileptics are ineffective as the condition appears unrelated to
other forms of seizure. Avoid getting in the way of a cat engaged in greebling hunting. Attacks
usually subside spontaneously, perhaps as greeblingz return to their own dimension. These
irritating creatures are not visible to human eyes, but no doubt the superior sight and hearing
of cats enables them to see them.
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Supreme Delight
It's with great delight and something of a sense of relief that I report on this year's Supreme. When
some major sponsors pulled out a two or three years back the show struggled to find its feet. There
were financial losses which triggered the inevitable calls to abandon the idea altogether, and that
sense of negativity made exhibitors wonder if it was all worth it.
However, with a new Show Manager, a renegotiated contract on hall space and several innovative
ideas, such as a toy competition and kitten parade, the Supreme came to life once again and
tributes to the management team are coming in on the UK lists this morning. From advance entries
and stall bookings it was predicted as being on course to break even with a reasonable gate, and
everything points that way from the atmosphere yesterday. There were over 1200 cats present
counting those on exhibition and Household Pets (HHPs).
Thank goodness the idiot who decided to have a sly cigarette in a loo (rest room) and triggered an
automatic evacuation alarm didn't derail everything! We'd just started to move towards exits, and the
teeming rain beyond, when the cause was established and the all clear was given. A pat on the back
for the quiet and dignified response from 'cat people' came later from the hall staff.
On a personal note this was the Supreme I almost didn't make. I was clearing up after two gorgeous
Persian boarders had done not so lovely things with their litter box on Thursday morning when my
back sort of creaked. The result seems disproportionate to a tiny stretch too far, making bending,
lifting and carrying very painful and even walking uncomfortable. My husband was muttering, "It's
just a cat show, give it a miss this year", but he came to the rescue. He got me there shortly after
8am, set up pens, returned here to do cat jobs and came at the end of the day to dismantle and
carry everything home.
OK, OK.....I'm coming to the Korat results. They are worth waiting for. There were 13 entries, 12
present and they were spread evenly over adults (5), neuters (4) and kittens (4, 1 absent). It was
special because all possible certificates were awarded, new titles were achieved and judge
comments on the day were very positive. (You will be able to read critiques on all exhibits on line this
year. Go to www.gccfcats.org and click on “Judge Reports”, then scroll down to the Supreme Show –
21 Nov 2009.)
Adults: The most senior at 13 was Gr Ch Koorahk Frank (a son of Binkys Boy). He looked in
sparkling condition for what Helen said was to be his last Supreme. He rose to the occasion superbly
and gained a UK Grand certificate (only available at the Supreme) to give him his UK Grand title
which had proved elusive. So celebrations were in order for the Koorahk clan.
There was also a UK Grand for Gr Ch Jenanca Anjali who was the adult Best of Breed (BOB)
winner. Gr Ch Nikelsilva Luna was 2nd in this class.
The other entire male present, Ch Jenanca Lone Star gained a Grand certificate, which gave him his
three certificates to enable the title to be claimed. Lonny has matured nicely and left adolescence
behind with his second birthday under his belt and the coming of this winter. The combination of
Kiriki (USA) and Tiny (Finland) lines has given strong green eye colour and silvering in the coat.
Ch Theoaks Remoana gained her first Grand certificate.
Kittens: After a lack of Korat kittens at this show for a year or two now it was nice to see a classy
representation.
1st (male) & BOB Nikelsilva Prince Ofhearts (another Aare son)
1st (female) Theoaks Mildred; 2nd (female) Jusarka Kinabalu Cloud.
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Neuters: Gr Pr Koorahk Keun Jy, a son of Frank, followed his father's paw prints and gained a UK
Grand Certificate for himself. He's on his way to this title.
Pr Maipenrai Dowjai (male) (BOB)
certificates in their progress towards
so much representing the breed
Congratulations, though, to Dowjai
success.

and Pr Maipenrai Doc Flower (female) both gained Grand
this title. UK & IGRPR Maipenrai Taoprincess, who's achieved
in the past, missed out on the BOB on this occasion.
who is achieving well at shows currently and deserved his

For those of you not familiar with it, the format of the Supreme is that breeds are judged in the
morning, and all cats are considered against their peers for prize ribbons and certification (adults and
neuters) which are awarded if they are considered worthy by the judge. In the afternoon everything is
geared towards finding the GCCF's Supreme Exhibit of the year.
The first stage of this is that all BOB winners in each section go into a ring to find the Best of Variety
Adult, Kitten and Neuter. There are 7 sections; Long Hair, Semi-Long Hair, British, Foreign,
Burmese, Siamese, and Oriental. Korats are in the Foreign section, possibly the most difficult as
there are 16 different breeds in contention. They include; Bengals, Ocicats, Singapuras and Maus,
with their attractively marked coats; the Rexes and Sphynx; Asians with Burmese type, as well as
the traditional Russian Blues and Abyssinians.
Every year this group of breeds expands as many new ones recognised find a place here, such as
the Thais who featured for the first time now that they have provisional status. So for Korats the
competition gets increasingly tougher as the number of outstanding high achieving cats ever
increases. We have no breeder judges and a fair number of even senior judges are more familiar
with the newer breeds that are on the show bench in greater numbers. Obviously each breed faces
the same odds, but it's been about 16 years since there was Best of Variety Korat. That changed
yesterday.
Taaraaaa..... My own bred Anjali became Best of Variety Foreign Adult. That meant that from over
1000 pedigrees in competition she made it to the top 21 cats (7 adults, 7 kittens and 7 neuters) who
then went to compete for the overall Supreme titles.
Her story ends there. A really super well known
Burmese took the Supreme Adult title, but I was
gobsmacked that she did so well for herself. It
was terrific to see her going across the top
table on the stage in front of the crowds.
Especially as the steward parading her so
confidently was Sheryl Edwards (a Korat
breeder and KCA Committee member, who is
in the GCCF stewarding scheme). History was
made yesterday. Anjali’s name (and picture)
will be on the record at the Supreme website in
the list of winners for 2009 for some years to
come. Good for me because I bred Anjali and
her parents so there's a real sense of
achievement but I hope it adds a dash of
interest for our beautiful breed as well. Chaiyo
Korats!

Jen Lacey – Jenanca Korats

Jen Lacey and Gr Ch Jenanca Anjali
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Alice’s Diary – Chapter 2
My sister Nancy has now been gone for eight months, and I suppose I am getting used to being the
boss around here. My human is still moping about her departure, but I have to admit that it is nice to
have number one place on top of the radiator, on the human’s lap in the evening and on her chest
when she goes to bed. On the other hand I get pretty lonely during the working day. This is why I
have mixed feelings about what I heard the other day …
There is an infernal machine in my house which annoys me intensely. Whenever I have settled down
on the above mentioned lap, it makes a loud purring sort of sound and the human leaps up into twoleg-mode to pick it up. She then talks to it for maybe an hour or more. Apparently in another house,
another human is doing the same thing. Very strange. Anyway, back to my story. I overheard the
following one-sided conversation:
Machine: “mumble, mumble, mumble”
Human: “Oh, yes please. A boy, you say. Willow’s?”
Machine: “mumble, mumble, mumble”
Human: “Will Alice be able to cope?” My ears pricked up even further than usual.
Machine: “mumble etc … ” You get the idea.
Human: “Then I’ll have him by Christmas. Alice will love him”
Me: “Eh???”
Human: “OK Julie, I’ll pick you up on Saturday morning, and drive you to the Supreme.”
Me: “What? On a Saturday? That’s special ME time – and you are going to disappear off to
look at other peoples inferior cats in preference to yours truly?”
Human: [who understands me quite well] “Yes”
After she had put the machine down, she told me that a handsome boy called Solomon would be
coming to live with me, so that I won’t be lonely. [She doesn’t understand me that well, after all].
Me! Queen of the neighbourhood [well – not quite, after that trip to the white coats a few years ago].
Why should I want an uppity little kitten ruining my peace, and probably stealing all the best food and
sleeping places? Of course, I could show him how to climb a curtain properly. And I seem to
remember that I liked to sit on top of doors once… maybe he would like to know how to do that…
and I bet he hasn’t thought of stealing socks from the human’s laundry basket…
A very wet and bedraggled human staggered into the house on Saturday. She had taken our friend
Julie to the Supreme, much to my disgust. This time, she didn’t even bring me back a toy, although
she has intrigued me with the promise of a plumbed-in ‘poo palace’. I love it when she spends money
she hasn’t got on things I don’t intend to use. She also brought back a book all about a cat called
Hugh written by a man called Simon, who obviously understands people like me very well. We giggled
over the drawings all evening. Of course, the biggest news she brought back was that someone called
Anjali [Gr Ch Jenanca Anjali] who is [I am told] even more beautiful than me, not only won BOB but
also BOV, whatever that means… maybe Solomon will tell me, as the human has got some silly idea in
her head that he might like to go to shows. Lucky for her she didn’t try that game with me.
The human tells me that I should be polite and wish everyone a Happy Christmas and New Year. I
shall report later as to whether all my Christmas’s came together once I have met Jusarka Solomon, or
whatever he wants to call himself. I am told that there is a story about why he is called that. If I think
it is worthy of your attention, let alone mine, I will tell you about it another time.

Transcribed, as usual, by Caroline Bertram – human slave!
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Postscript to Alice’s Diary from her human
Alice began to tell you the story of why my new Korat kitten is called Jusarka Solomon, but forgot
to finish it, or got bored, or jealous, or something [she is not taking to writing a diary with such
enthusiasm as Nancy did].
I was lucky enough to go on a fantastic trip to Botswana this autumn with some wildlife artist and
photographer friends. I will not bore you with the details of camping in the bush, getting up before
dawn every morning, and showering under the stars with a third of a bucket of water each… apart
from telling you that it was brilliant, if a little spartan. We saw all the big cats, including a leopard
having a post-prandial snooze in a tree. In fact, the only species we missed out on, I think, was rhino.
Our last couple of days were spent in the relative luxury of a 4 star hotel in Livingstone [it took that
long to get the dirt out of our pores!]. One of the highlights of these two days was to go walking
with lions and having encounters with cheetahs, at a foundation which is working to improve/widen
the cheetah gene pool before it is too late. One of the cheetahs, named [you’ve guessed it] King
Solomon, took a real shine to yours truly, and he and I had a wonderful few minutes of mutual
grooming – I scratched him behind the ears, and he licked my arm off. Surprisingly his tongue wasn’t
nearly as raspy as Alice’s. So – when Julie asked me what my bundle of blue Koratness was to be
called, the first name that leapt to my mind was Solomon … Solly for short. Though by all reports
from Julie, he may very well earn himself some other names, most less than complementary. I have
bought a water pistol – enough said.

Caroline Bertram
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

News from Kesa's Home
Kesa has had his yearly MOT with boosters, flea jabs etc., and has been pronounced to be
a very fit, healthy nine pound cat! I have been cowardly about letting him out after his four
escapades from his fenced-in garden, though Robin hasn't seen any obvious bolt-hole. He
has adapted quite well to his indoor life, especially now the birds have flown away; but we
will have to open the cat-flap if and when there is a break in the weather before winter sets
in. One of his favourite games is taking one of his 'spiders' (he has four of them) into his
feeding bowl and sometimes into his water. Robin and I will be home for Christmas so he
will be very indulged as usual. Korats tend to 'own' you rather than the other way round!
Very warmest thoughts and wishes to all of you in the KCA and of course to your special
felines, - Jane, Robin, and Kesa.
Jane Hard – Vice President of KCA
-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-

Cat One Liners!
•

What is a cat's way of keeping law & order?

•

What do you call the cat that was caught by the police?

•

What do you call a cat that has swallowed a duck?
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Claw Enforcement.
The purrpatrator.

A duck filled fatty puss.
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What are the Health Issues for your Cat?
Information taken from “WellCat for life” on the FAB website.
All page references apply to the WellCat for life log book on the FAB website.
EVERY CAT is unique but certain health problems tend to arise at certain stages of life, as
the following shows. The list is not exhaustive, as this is an area where more data is
required. Hopefully, WellCat for life will contribute much of that data to improve the health
of future generations of cats. For information on many of these problems go to
www.fabcats.org WellCatlog.
Kitten (birth to 6 months)
For Tigger and his contemporaries, this is the time to check for problems that may have
been present from birth, such as a cleft palate or hernia, and to discuss lifestyle choices,
diet, identification and any behavioural issues. Kittens can be neutered from 4 months old.
Junior (7 months to 2 years)
Common health issues in Sugar’s age group include infectious diseases and problems
related to hunting, fighting and trauma. Young cats can develop certain life-threatening
conditions, such as heart disease, and are masters at hiding the signs of illness. Early
detection is important. A priority is your cat’s first booster to keep immunity high. After
neutering, cats are prone to putting on weight – talk to your vet about your cat’s optimum
weight and aim to maintain it.
Prime (3
Problems
intestinal
prime are

years to 6 years)
encountered at Rosie’s stage of life include obesity, dental disease, cystitis,
diseases, heart disease and behavioural problems. Most outdoor cats in their
still keen hunters, so parasite control is important.

Mature (7 years to 10 years)
Mature cats such as Nemo start to face an increased risk of ‘older cat’ problems such as
diabetes, kidney disease, high blood pressure, hyperthyroidism and cancer. Close
monitoring is important, focusing on common signs of disease in older cats such as poor
coat condition, vomiting, diarrhoea, constipation, reduced appetite, weight loss, change in
thirst, inappetence, changes in urination, reduced locomotion, reduced hearing or vision,
reduced awareness and interaction, agitation or night-time yowling. Obesity peaks in cats
aged between six and eight years, so extra care needs to be taken with feeding.
Senior (11 years to 14 years)
George is at an age when several things can go wrong at the same time. However, many
diseases are treatable so don’t simply put any changes in your cat down to ‘old age’ and
ignore them! Problems such as a hyperactive thyroid, high blood pressure, kidney disease,
diabetes and cancer are more likely to occur as cats age. Cats can also suffer from the
equivalent of senile dementia, although signs can be confused with other diseases so it is
important to establish a proper diagnosis. Older cats with failing kidneys may not drink
sufficiently and can become dehydrated and constipated. They may spend less time
grooming, leading to coat and skin problems or brittle overgrown claws, and may eat less
because their sense of smell is not so acute or they have teeth or gum problems. It is vital
to monitor even more closely for the signs outlined above for ‘mature cats’. Arthritis is also
common in the senior group – the mobility questionnaire on page 13 will help in its
recognition.
Geriatric (15 years+)
It is an achievement to be proud of if your cat has reached this life stage – congratulations!
For cats like Chinarose, just as for people in their mid-70s onwards, checks need to be
more thorough and more frequent to catch any problems as they develop. All the health
issues described for the senior cat are even more likely to occur in the geriatric cat. Lavish
lots of TLC and make life as easy as possible for your cat (see page 28).
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Treasurer’s Notes

It was WET! It was wet going and even wetter on the return. Mind you, I have now sussed that if you are
not in a desperate rush to leave the NEC then just waiting a few minutes works wonders and it is a
doddle....drove straight out ! No queue. Oh yes, think one of Jen's cats did something at the show as
she seemed rather pleased. My thanks to those who crossed either my palm or Jen's with silver, i.e.
paid their subs either for this year or next, had a little collection of coin, notes and cheques.
If you still owe for this year then don't be shy, just pop the proverbial cheque for 2 years subs (this year
and next) in the proverbial post.
We have 12 new members who are already paid up for 2010; a warm welcome to; Tina Turner with a
Jusarka kitten; Fiona Sanderson, no Korat yet but hoping to become a Thai Blue Point breeder; Leo &
Felicity Black with Moei and Jusarka kittens; Susan Ozimkowski with a Theoaks kitten; Bob Preece has
taken on an older Korat (originally a US import) from Jen Lacey; Kay Purves, Robert Reid, Peter & Jean
Lindley, and Jayne and her son George Whetnall all have Moei kittens.
Now, if you have paid for 2010 then read on, if not skip to the 'Pay Subscription slip' at the foot of the
page and do not smile!
A man is dining in a fancy restaurant and there is a gorgeous redhead sitting at the next table. He
has been checking her out since he sat down, but lacks the nerve to talk to her.
Suddenly she sneezes, and her glass eye comes flying out of its socket towards the man. He
reflexively reaches out, grabs it out of the air, and hands it back.
"Oh my, I am so sorry," the woman says as she pops her eye back in place.
"Let me buy your dinner to make it up to you," she says.
They enjoy a wonderful dinner together, and afterwards they go to the theatre followed by
drinks. They talk, they laugh, she shares her deepest dreams and he shares his. She listens. After
paying for everything, she asks him if he would like to come to her place for a nightcap and stay
for breakfast. They had a wonderful, wonderful time. The next morning, she cooks a gourmet meal
with all the trimmings. The guy is amazed. Everything had been SO incredible!
"You know," he said, "you are the perfect woman. Are you this nice to every guy you meet?"
"No," she replies. . . . . . . . . Wait for it. . . . . . . . . . .
It's coming. . . . . . . . . .
The suspense is killing you, isn't it? She says:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"You just happened to catch my eye."

Brian Lacey (Treasurer)
01664 474408
or johnbrian.lacey@btinternet.com
----------------------------------------------------------------KCA Subscriptions for 2010 – due 1st January 2010
Single: £9

Joint: £10

Overseas: £12

Name(s). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Email address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Send your cheques, payable to Korat Cat Association, to:
Brian Lacey (Treasurer), The Cottage Cattery, Stapleford Road, Whissendine, Rutland LE15 7HF
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CARTOON PAGE

Cat Heaven

Well if I didn't send away for an entry application to
the cat show and you didn't either, who did?
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KORAT CAT ASSOCIATION
LIST OF BREEDERS
NAME / LOCATION

PREFIX / TEL NO

EMAIL / WEB ADDRESS

Mr S & Mrs D Brown
West Yorkshire
Ms Julie Cherkas
Southampton
Ms Jo Collar
Surrey
Miss J Couch*
South Wales
Mrs S L Edwards*
Wirral
Mrs P Ferguson
Northumberland
Mrs C Harding-Brown*
Berkshire
Mrs H Hawkins*
Manchester
Mrs J Jeffers*
Isle of Man
Mrs J Lacey*
Rutland
Mrs A Locher*
London
Mr W & Mrs E Newland
Portsmouth
Miss C Nichols*
Humber Bridge
Mr O Rabia
Carlisle
Mrs M Saunders
Devon
Ms G Sinclair
London
Mr W Wilkinson
North Cotswolds
Mrs S Williams-Elliss*
Nottinghamshire
Mrs Liz Wilson
Herefordshire

Shantung
01977 510978
Jusarka
023 8090 4187
No Prefix Yet
07799 062143
Jasumik
01792 791207
Moei
01516 395067
Risinstar
01434 344407
Clairabelle
07889 119224
Koorahk
0161 281 6482
Maipenrai
01624 823655
Jenanca
01664 474408
Bikila
020 8898 4299
Narkeesha
023 9258 8899
Nikelsilva
01482 627029
Camacoona
07502 028753
Chandrakan
01395 597791
Sawatao
020 8850 3206
Oakes
01608 651140
Serennol
01427 881005
Higford
01531 660283

denisebrown138@btinternet.com
jusarka@yahoo.co.uk
j.collar@ntlworld.com
tamruat03@yahoo.co.uk
sherylleona@hotmail.co.uk
triciascats@f2s.com
animalantix@woodside.co.uk
www.animalantix.com
koorahk_korats34@hotmail.com
www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk
jj@korat.co.uk
jen.lacey@btinternet.com
www.jenanca.com
walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk
cats@narkeesha.co.uk
www.narkeesha.co.uk
nikelsilva@yahoo.com
camacoona@aol.com
www.camacoona.com
mary23@btinternet.com
gab.s@virgin.net
williewilkinson@btinternet.com
sarah.williams-elliss@virgin.net
www.serennol.co.uk
lizziecatw@higford.orangehome.co.uk

* Denotes stud ownership

OVERSEAS BREEDERS
Ms C Baird
Primprau’s
Denmark mail@korat.dk
Mr S Franke
v. Baan Thai
Germany 106462.745@compuserve.com
Ms D Mastrangelo
Jadeye
Italy
email@jadeye.eu
Mr B Pollesche
Kobalt
Germany bpollesche@arcor.de
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
KCA KITTEN LIST SERVICE
Let Jen Lacey know about kittens available. She may be able to put you in touch with enquirers.
Contact Julie Cherkas with your litter information and she will place the details on the KCA website.
Please remember to let both Jen and Julie know when your kittens have been placed.

